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Entropy-Based Bounds for Online Algorithms Gopal Pandurangan∗



Eli Upfal†



Abstract We focus in this work on an aspect of online computation that is not addressed by the standard competitive analysis. Namely, identifying request sequences for which non-trivial online algorithms are useful versus request sequences for which all algorithms perform equally bad. The motivation for this work are advanced system and architecture designs which allow the operating system to dynamically allocate resources to online protocols such as prefetching and caching. To utilize these features the operating system needs to identify data streams that can benefit from more resources. Our approach in this work is based on the relation between entropy, compression and gambling, extensively studied in information theory. It has been shown that in some settings entropy can either fully or at least partially characterize the expected outcome of an iterative gambling game. Our goal is to study the extent to which the entropy of the input characterizes the expected performance of online algorithms for problems that arise in computer applications. We study bounds based on entropy for three classical online problems — list accessing, prefetching, and caching. Our bounds relate the performance of the best online algorithm to the entropy, a parameter intrinsic to the characteristics of the request sequence. This is in contrast to the competitive ratio parameter of competitive analysis which quantifies the performance of the online algorithm with respect to an optimal offline algorithm. For the prefetching problem, we give explicit upper and lower bounds for the performance of the best prefetching algorithm in terms of the entropy of the request sequence. In contrast, we show that the entropy of the request sequence alone does not fully capture the performance of online list accessing and caching algorithms.
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Introduction and Motivation



Advanced system and architecture design allows dynamic allocations of resources to online tasks such as prefetching and caching. To fully utilize this feature the system needs an efficient mechanism for estimating the expected gain from using these resources. Prefetching, for example, is an expensive operation since it “burns instruction bandwidth”[21]. However, successful prefetching can significantly speedup computation. Thus, one needs to compare the gain from prefetching on a given data stream to the cost in instruction bandwidth. The tradeoff between resource allocation and gain is even more transparent in the case of malleable caches [29, 38, 9]. In this architecture the cache can be dynamically partitioned between different data streams. A data stream that can make better use of a larger cache is assigned more space, while a stream with very little structure or repeats is allocated a smaller cache space. Again, efficient utilization of this technology requires a mechanism for predicting caching gain for a given data stream. Online algorithms have been studied in the theory community mainly in the context of competitive analysis (see [6] for a comprehensive survey). Competitive analysis compares the performance of different algorithms, but it gives no information about the actual gain from using them. In particular, even the best algorithm under the competitive analysis measure might fail on almost all requests of some sequence. Thus, an entirely new approach is needed in order to quantify the amount of resources the system should allocate to a given online process. In this work we explore the relation between the entropy of the stream of requests and the gain expected from online algorithm performing on this request sequence. Entropy measures the randomness or uncertainty of a random process. We expect online algorithms to perform well on highly predictive request sequences, generated by a source with low entropy, and to perform poorly on sequences with little pattern, generated by a high entropy source. Our work is motivated by the extensive work in information theory relating data compression, entropy, and gambling. It has been shown that for some special cases of gambling games the entropy of the stochastic process fully characterizes the maximum expected profit for any strategy for that game (see section 1.1). Our goal is to explore similar relations between entropy and online problems in computer applications. We study bounds based on entropy for three classical online problems — list accessing, prefetching, and caching. Our bounds relate the performance of the best online algorithm to the entropy, a parameter intrinsic to the characteristics of the request sequence. This is in contrast to the competitive ratio parameter of competitive analysis which quantifies the performance of the online algorithm with respect to an optimal offline algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to focus on entropy-based bounds in the context of online algorithmic problems studied in computer science.



1.1



Related Work and Comparison



The three online problems considered here were extensively studied in the competitive analysis framework. It has been shown in [37] that the competitive ratio1 of the move to front (MTF) algorithm for the list accessing problem is two. In the case where the input sequence is drawn from a discrete memoryless source the MTF algorithm has been compared to the performance of a static offline algorithm SOPT that initially arranges the list in decreasing order of request probabilities and never reorders them thereafter. It was shown in [18] that MTF(D) ≤ π2 SOPT(D), where D is the distribution of the source. Albers et al. [1] analyze the performance of the TIMESTAMP algorithm on a discrete memoryless source with distribution D and proved that for any distribution D, TIMESTAMP(D) ≤ 1.34 × SOPT(D), and with high probability, TIMESTAMP(D) ≤ 1.5 × 1



An online algorithm ALG has a competitive ratio of c if there is a constant α such that for all finite input sequences I, ALG(I) ≤ c × OPT(I) + α, where OPT is the optimal offline algorithm.
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OPT(D). The actual work done by the MTF algorithm was studied when the request sequence is generated by a discrete memoryless source with probability distribution D [1, 18]. For online caching (or demand paging) the well known LRU (Least Recently Used) has a competitive ratio of k [37], where k is the cache size, while the randomized MARKER algorithm is 2 log k competitive [12]. Franaszek and Wagner [16] studied a model in which every request is drawn from a discrete memoryless source. Karlin et al. [22] study Markov paging where the sequence of page requests is generated by a Markov chain. Their main result is an efficient algorithm which for any Markov chain will achieve a fault-rate at most a constant times optimal. Lund et al. [27] improve on the above result by proposing an efficient randomized 4-competitive online caching algorithm that works for any distribution D but it needs to know for (each pair of) pages p and q the probability that p will next be requested before q. Using the randomized algorithm of Lund et al., Pandurangan and Szpankowski [36] give a universal online caching algorithm based on pattern matching that works on a large class of models (including Markov sources) but does not need any knowledge of the input model. For the problem of prefetching, competitive analysis is meaningless as the optimal offline algorithm will always prefetch the correct item and hence incurs no cost. Vitter and Krishnan [39] consider a model where the sequence of page requests is assumed to be generated by a Markov source, a model which is closest in spirit to our model of a stationary ergodic process. They show that the fault rate of a Ziv-Lempel [42] based prefetching algorithm approaches the fault rate of the best prefetcher (which has full knowledge of the Markov source) for the given Markov source as the page request sequence length n → ∞. In a subsequent work [40], the same authors derive a randomized algorithm for prefetching and compare its performance to the optimal finite state prefetcher. Thus, their analysis can be considered to fall in the competitive analysis framework. All the three problems considered here — list accessing, prefetching, and caching can be formulated as “sequential decision problems” [19, 31]. That is, we have a temporal sequence of observations (i.e., the request sequence) xn1 = x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , for which corresponding actions b1 , b2 , . . . , bn result in instantaneous losses l(bt , xt ), for each time instant t, 1 ≤ t ≤ n, where l(., .) denotes a non-negative loss function. The action bt , for all t, is a function of the previous observations xt−1 only; hence the sequence of actions can be considered as an online algorithm or strategy. A normalized loss n 1X L= l(bt , xt ) (1) n t=1



accumulates instantaneous loss contributions from each action-observation pair. In the sequential decision problem the goal is to find an online strategy that approximates, in the long run and for an arbitrary individual sequence of observations, the performance of the best constant offline algorithm which has full knowledge of the given sequence of observations. In this setting, the quantity of interest is termed regret which is the additional loss incurred by the on-line strategy over the offline algorithm. Statisticians and information theorists have extensively studied the sequential decision problem in two settings: a probabilistic framework, in which the sequence of requests is viewed as a sample of a random process, or using an individual sequence approach, i.e., comparing the performance of the online strategy for an arbitrary sequence with certain classes of competing offline strategies — such as in the sequential decision approach or with finite state machines. The latter setting is essentially in the framework of competitive analysis. Universal lossless data compression, gambling, prediction, and portfolio selection have been studied as sequential decision problems, see [19, 31]. In [42] for the problem of universal compression of individual sequences the class of competing offline strategies is extended to include all finite-state encoders (as opposed to being constant). 2



Other results in this setting are for data compression [14, 30], prediction [14], prefetching (under different loss functions) [41], and for general loss functions with memory [32]. In the probabilistic setting, most previous work (see the discussion of Algoet’s work [3] below or the work of Vitter and Krishnan [39]) show convergence of certain online strategies to the optimum. A general result in this setting was shown by Algoet [3]: if the request sequence is generated by a stationary ergodic process then it is shown that the optimum strategy is to select an action that minimizes the conditional expected loss given the currently available information at each step and this strategy is shown to be asymptotically optimal in the sense of the strong law of large numbers. See [2] for further results on universal schemes for prediction, gambling and portfolio selection. Our work assumes the probabilistic setting, i.e., the request sequence is assumed to be generated by a stationary ergodic process; however there is an important difference in our approach. Our work tries to characterize (i.e., obtain bounds on) the optimum attainable in terms of entropy of the sequence — a single parameter of the sequence. Why do we choose entropy? First, it has been shown that entropy can tightly characterize the optimal performance of many problems. For example a fundamental result in information theory is that entropy is the best achievable performance for lossless data compression in a probabilistic setting and there are well-known data compression algorithms that closely match this bound. Kelly [24] studied the relation between data compression, entropy and gambling, showing that the outcome of a horse race gambling with fair odds is fully characterized by the entropy of the stochastic process. It was shown [24, 2] that the growth rate of investment in the horse race is equal to log m − H, where m is the number of horses and H is the entropy of the source. Similar results have been shown for portfolio selection strategies in equity market investments [4, 7]. Second, since entropy is a measure of randomness of the request sequence, it is a reasonable to expect it to characterize the “intrinsic bottleneck” in the performance of any online algorithm. However, we don’t expect entropy to fully characterize (in the sense of the above mentioned examples such as horse race or data compression, i.e., either precisely or in terms of non-trivial lower and upper bounds) online performance for all problems. For example, the problems which are well characterized by entropy such as lossless data compression, prediction (prefetching is a generalization of prediction) can be thought of as sequential decision problems with memoryless loss functions i.e., the loss does not depend on previous action-request pairs. On the other hand, problems such as list accessing and caching involve loss functions that are not memoryless. In fact, we show that entropy alone is not the best parameter to characterize these problems. However, our non-trivial entropy-based lower bounds characterizes the “intrinsic bottleneck” of randomness in the performance of online algorithms for these problems. Our entropy-based results should thus be viewed as a first step in the above “characterization” approach. (See Section 6 for interesting questions in this regard.) Our results on list accessing are based on the work of Bentley et al. [5] who showed that any list update algorithm can be used to develop a data compression scheme. They also showed that for a discrete memoryless source the expected number of bits needed to encode an alphabet using MTF is linear in the entropy of the source. Similar results have been shown by Albers et al. [1] for the TIMESTAMP algorithm. Our results on prefetching are motivated by the work of Feder and Merhav [13] relating entropy of a discrete random variable to the minimal attainable probability of error in guessing its value. In the context of prefetching their results can be viewed as giving a tight bound on the fault rate when the size of cache k is 1. A tight lower bound on this error probability is given by Fano’s inequality [7, theorem 2.11.1]. Their main result is a tight upper bound for the fault rate when k = 1. Feder and Merhav also showed that the same lower and upper bounds (for k = 1) hold for a stationary ergodic source. However, their upper bound does not seem to generalize to higher values of k. Note that there is more work in information theory 3



literature on predicting binary sequences (corresponding to prefetching in a universe of two pages with cache of size 1) [14], however these results cannot be generalized to our prefetching scenario. Our approach to deriving the upper bound on the fault rate for an arbitrary ergodic source and arbitrary cache size k is different and is based on the well-known Ziv-Lempel universal algorithm for data compression [42]. Our approach is inspired by the work of Vitter and Krishnan [39] who show that a similar Ziv-Lempel based prefetching algorithm converges asymptotically to the optimal fault-rate when the sequence is generated by Markov sources (cf. Section 1.1, para 3). Finally, we mention that since the publication of the preliminary version of this paper [35], the entropy-based bounds obtained here have been shown to be useful in understanding the performance of online algorithms in real applications. Fonseca et al. [15] use these bounds to explain the strong correlation between entropy and the performance of LRU algorithm in Web caches.



1.2



Our Results



We focus on three online problems in this paper: list accessing, prefetching, and caching. Our goal is to study the relation between the entropy of the sequence of requests and the performance of the best online algorithm for these problems. We assume that the sequence of requests is generated by a discrete stationary ergodic process [17, definition 3.5.13], a very general stochastic source which is well-studied in information theory. It includes powerful models such as memoryless and (stationary) Markov sources [17, 39, 8]. For the list accessing problem we show that any online algorithm requires an average work of 2H blg l+1c steps per item access, where H is the entropy of the input source and l is the total number of items. When the request sequence is generated by a discrete memoryless source, we show a H somewhat better lower bound of 2e − 1. We then show that this bound can be quite weak in some cases. In particular, we give instances to show that two different memoryless sources with the same entropy can have very different work bounds. For the prefetching problem we give an upper and lower bound showing that the average number of faults of the best algorithm is linear in H, the entropy of the input source. Our lower bound on the fault rate can be seen as a generalization of Fano’s inequality for k > 1. Our upper bound generalizes a previously known upper bound of 12 H on the minimal error probability for guessing the value of a discrete random variable (i.e. k = 1) shown by different techniques [17, pages 520521], [13, 20]. Our upper bound is derived by analyzing the performance of a prefetching algorithm based on Ziv-Lempel data compression algorithm. Finally, we consider the online caching or demand paging problem, which is related to prefetching. We show that bounds similar to prefetching hold when requests are generated by a discrete memoryless source. However, unlike prefetching, for higher order Markov sources (in particular when requests are generated by a Markov chain) we show that different information sources with the same entropy can have very different minimal fault rates. Thus, in the case of caching and list accessing, entropy alone is not sufficient to characterize online performance.
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Preliminaries



We model a request sequence for an online process as an indexed sequence of (discrete) random variables (also called a stochastic process), denoted by {Xi }∞ i=1 taking values in a finite alphabet set Σ. Let l = |Σ|. We use the notation xnm to denote a sequence xm , . . . , xn where xi ∈ Σ. n denotes the sequence < X , . . . , X > of random variables. We always assume Similarly, Xm m n that a probability measure exists and we write Pr(X1n ) = Pr(Xi = xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, xi ∈ Σ) for the
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probability mass, where we use lowercase letters for a realization of a stochastic process. Throughout this paper we use the notation lg to denote logarithm to the base 2. To define the entropy rate of {Xi } we recall some basic information theory terms. The entropy H(X) of a discrete random variable X with alphabet Σ and probability mass function p(x) = Pr{X = x}, x ∈ Σ is X H(X) = − p(x) lg p(x). (2) x∈Σ



The joint entropy H(X1 , X2 ) of a pair of discrete random variables (X1 , X2 ) with a joint distribution p(x1 , x2 ) is X X H(X, Y ) = − p(x1 , x2 ) lg p(x1 , x2 ). (3) x1 ∈Σ x2 ∈Σ



The conditional entropy H(X2 |X1 ) is X X X H(X2 |X1 ) = p(x1 )H(X2 |X1 = x) = − p(x1 , x2 ) lg p(x2 |x1 ). x1 ∈Σ



(4)



x1 ∈Σ x2 ∈Σ



The entropy per letter Hn (Σ) of a stochastic process {Xi } in a sequence of n letters is defined as Hn (Σ) =



1 H(X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ). n



(5)



Definition 2.1 The entropy rate of a stochastic process {Xi } is defined by H(Σ) = lim Hn (Σ) n→∞



when the limit exists. Definition 2.2 A stochastic process is stationary if the joint distribution of any subset of the sequence of random variables is invariant with respect to shifts in the time index, i.e., n+t Pr{X1n = xn1 } = Pr{X1+t = xn1 }



for every shift t and for all xn1 ∈ Σn . It can be shown that [17, Theorem 3.5.1] for stationary processes (with finite H1 (Σ)) the limit H(Σ) exists and lim Hn (Σ) = lim H(Xn |Xn−1 , Xn−2 , . . . , X1 ) = H(Σ);



n→∞



n→∞



(6)



H(Xn |Xn−1 , . . . , X1 ) is non-increasing with n;



(7)



Hn (Σ) ≥ H(Xn |Xn−1 , . . . , X1 );



(8)



Hn (Σ) is non-increasing with n.



(9)



An important special case of a stationary ergodic2 process is when X1 , X2 , . . . are independent and identically distributed random variables (also called as a discrete memoryless source). For such a source, 1 nH(X1 ) H(Σ) = lim H(X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ) = lim = H(X1 ). n→∞ n n→∞ n Henceforth in the paper when we say entropy of a request sequence we mean the entropy rate of the stochastic process (or the source) generating the sequence, denoted simply by H (or Hn for a sequence of length n). 2



Informally, a process is ergodic if it cannot be “separated” into different persistent modes of behavior. For a formal (measure-theoretic) definition we refer to [17]. An important consequence of ergodicity is that the law of large numbers applies to such sources.
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3



List Accessing



We start with a simple example relating the cost of online list accessing to the entropy of the request sequence. As in Borodin & El-Yaniv [6] we consider the static list accessing model in which a fixed set of l items, is stored in linked list. The algorithm has to access sequentially a sequence of n requests for items in the list. The access cost ai of the ith item xi is the number of links traversed by the algorithm to locate the item, starting at the head of the list. (The access cost might depend on the previous accesses.) Before each access operation the algorithm can rearrange the order of items in the list by means of transposing an element with an adjacent one. The cost is 1 for a single exchange. Let ci be the total cost associated with servicing the ith item xi . ci includes both the access cost ai and any transposition cost incurred before servicing xi . Following Bentley et al. [5] we explore the relation between list accessing and data compression by using the linked list as a data structure of a data compression algorithm. Assume that a sender and a receiver start with the same linked list, and use the same rules for rearranging the list throughout the execution. Instead of sending item X, the sender needs only to send the distance i of X from the head of the linked list, i.e. the work involved in retrieving item X. We encode the integer distance by using a variable length prefix code. The lower bound depends on the particular encoding used for the distance. Consider an encoding scheme that encodes an integer i using f (i) bits. To get a lower bound on the work done, we need f to be a concave nondecreasing function (when defined on the non-negative reals). Let Pr(xn1 ) = Pr(X1n = xn1 ) denote the probability mass function of the request sequence from P a finite alphabet set Σ and let c(xn1 ) be the total cost of servicing a sequence xn1 . Let c¯n = xn ∈Σn c(xn1 ) Pr(xn1 ) be the average cost of accessing an item by any deterministic algorithm 1 A on a sequence of requests X1n generated by a stationary ergodic source of entropy H (or Hn for sequence of length n). Assume that f is a concave nondecreasing invertible function such that there is an encoding scheme for the integers that encodes integer i with up to f (i) bits. We have the following theorem. Theorem 3.1 c¯n ≥ f −1 (H). Proof: Since the total cost of servicing an item is at least the access cost we have, ! n X X c¯n ≥ ai Pr(xn1 ) n xn 1 ∈Σ



i=1



where ai — the access cost of item xi — is the distance from the head of the linked list at time i, which is the value sent by the sender at time i. If the sender encodes ai using f (ai ) bits, then by variable-length source coding theorem [17, theorem 3.5.2] and by equations 6 to 9, ! n X X f (ai ) Pr(xn1 ) ≥ Hn ≥ H. (10) n xn 1 ∈Σ



i=1



Since f is concave, by Jensen’s inequality, and by using 10,   ! ! n n X X X X n f (c¯n ) ≥ f  ai Pr(x1 ) ≥ f (ai ) Pr(xn1 ) ≥ H. n xn 1 ∈Σ



n xn 1 ∈Σ



i=1



i=1



2



Hence, c¯n ≥ f −1 (H). 6



We can now get concrete lower bounds by plugging in appropriate coding functions. A simple prefix coding scheme encodes an integer i using 1 + 2blg ic bits 3 [11]. The encoding of i consists of blg ic 0’s followed by the binary representation of i which takes 1 + blg ic bits, the first of which is a 1. This encoding function gives the following corollary to theorem 3.1. Corollary 3.1 Any deterministic online algorithm for list accessing has to incur an average cost of 2(H−1)/2 per item, where H is the entropy rate of the sequence. We get a better lower bound by replacing the blg ic 0’s followed by a 1 in the above scheme by lgb1 + lg lc bits giving an encoding for i with blg ic + lgb1 + lg lc bits. Using this scheme we prove: Corollary 3.2 The average cost of accessing an item for a deterministic online algorithm is at H least blg2l+1c , where l is the size of the alphabet. We note that theorem 3.1 actually applies for any list accessing algorithm even if it is a randomized algorithm. That is, for a randomized list accessing algorithm the expected cost of accessing an item is lower bounded as specified by theorem 3.1. This follows from Yao’s Minimax Principle [33, 28]. Thus the lower bounds derived in the corollaries hold for randomized algorithms also. The above lower bounds are for arbitrary stationary (ergodic) sources. We can show a somewhat better lower bound when the request sequence is generated by a discrete memoryless source. Consider a memoryless source with probability distribution D = {p1 , . . . , pl } where pi is the probability of accessing the ith symbol of the alphabet (w.l.o.g. assume that p1 ≥ · · · ≥ pl ). The best strategy for memoryless sources is to arrange the items in the list in decreasing order of request probabilities and never reorder them thereafter [6]. This algorithm is called SOPT (static offline algorithm). Although this is not strictly an online algorithm, it gives a lower bound on the performance of any online algorithm on memoryless sources; also it has been shown that several online algorithms such as MTF [18] and TIMESTAMP [1] achieve a performancePwhich is within a small constant factor of SOPT. The expected access cost per item of SOPT is li=1 ipi . The following theorem gives a lower bound on the expected cost of accessing an item by SOPT (and hence any online algorithm) based on the entropy of the input distribution D. Theorem 3.2 The expected cost of accessing an item by any online algorithm on a discrete memH oryless source with distribution D is at least 2e − 1 where H is the entropy of D. Proof: Let w be the average cost of accessing an item by SOPT. Then the probability distribution that maximizes the entropy subject to a constraint on the average is the geometric distribution [7, Lemma 12.10.2]. Thus using the entropy of the geometric distribution with mean w as an upper bound we have H ≤ (w + 1) lg(w + 1) − w lg w ≤ lg(w + 1) + lg((1 + 1/w)w ) ≤ lg(w + 1) + lg e. This implies that w ≥ 2H−lg e − 1 =



2H e



− 1.



2



3



This function can be made invertible in the obvious way to obtain the lower bound specified in corollary 3.1. Similar comment holds for the encoding function used to derive corollary 3.2.
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The above lower bound is almost tight in some cases, but can be quite loose in general. For example, consider a discrete memoryless source with D being the uniform distribution. The average work needed per item for SOPT is (l + 1)/2 (MTF is within a constant factor of this) and the above Theorem gives a bound which is within a constant factor. On the other hand, 1 1 √ ,..., √ ). The enconsider a memoryless source with the distribution (1 − √1l , (l − 1) l (l − 1) l | {z } l−1 terms √ √ tropy of this distribution is O(lg(l)/ l), but the average work per item is at least Θ( l) — much higher than the lower bound given by the above Theorem. Also, consider the distribu√ 1 − 1/l 1/l 1/l 1 − 1/l √ ,..., √ ): the work needed is Θ( l) — essentially same as tion ( √ , . . . , √ , l l l− l l− l {z } | {z } | √



l terms



√ (l− l) terms



the previous scenario, but the entropy is Θ(lg l). Thus, different information sources with the same entropy can have very different fault rates; in this sense, entropy alone does not fully capture the performance of list accessing algorithms.



4



Prefetching



As in [39] we consider the following formalization of the prefetching problem: we have a collection Σ of pages in memory and a cache of size k, and typically k  |Σ|. The system can prefetch k items to the cache prior to each page request. The fault rate is the average number of steps in which the requested item was not in the cache. Let l = |Σ|. We assume that the request sequence < X >= X1 , X2 , . . . is generated by a stationary ergodic process with entropy rate H. Given a prefetching algorithm A, let cA i be one or zero depending on whether a fault was incurred or not while servicing item Xi . We define n



1X Π = lim sup E[cA i ] n→∞ n A



(11)



i=1



to be the long-term expected fault rate of the sequence by a prefetching algorithm A. Note that the expectation is taken with respect to both the random variable Xi (which in general can depend on Xi−1 , . . . , X0 ) and the random choices made by the algorithm. We are interested in the minimum long-term expected fault rate (MLEF) of a request sequence i.e., the long-term expected page fault rate of the best prefetching algorithm possible for the request sequence. We show the existence of this quantity (henceforth denoted by Π) when the request sequence is generated by a stationary ergodic process. Our goal is to characterize MLEF in terms of the entropy of the source generating the sequence. We will first show a lower bound for a discrete memoryless source. Then using techniques from [13] we will show that the same bound hold for a stationary ergodic source. We observe that the optimal prefetching strategy in a discrete memoryless source is the following obvious deterministic strategy: Lemma 4.1 Let p(.) be a probability distribution on Σ. Suppose each page in the sequence is drawn i.i.d with probability distribution p(.). Then the optimal strategy is to prefetch the pages (in the cache) with the top k probabilities. P The expected fault-rate for this strategy for this discrete memoryless source is defined by π = 1 − x∈T (p(.)) p(x), where T (p(.)) is the set of pages with the top k probabilities in the distribution p(.). The MLEF for the above discrete memoryless source is equal to π. 8



Proof: Let ci be an indicator random variable for the fault incurred while servicing Xi using the strategy of picking the top k pages. Then, E[ci ] = π, where π is as defined in the Lemma. Then the long-term expected fault rate of the strategy is n



n



i=1



i=1



1X 1X lim sup E[ci ] = lim sup π = π. n→∞ n n→∞ n We show that π is a lower bound on the long-term expected fault rate of any strategy. This will imply that the above strategy is optimal. Let cA i be an indicator random variable for the fault incurred on Xi by any prefetching algorithm A. Then cA i stochastically dominates ci (a consequence of Bayes’ decision rule, for example see [20]), thus lim sup n→∞



n



n



i=1



i=1



1X 1X E[cA lim E[ci ] = π. i ] ≥ n→∞ n n 2



4.1



Lower Bound



We first prove the lower bound for a discrete memoryless source, generalizing the result in Feder and Merhav [13]. Our goal is to relate the fault rate of the prefetching strategy of lemma 4.1 to the entropy of the source. Consider a discrete random variable X, and let p(i) = P r{X = i} for i ∈ Σ. Assume without loss of generality that p(1) ≥ p(2) ≥ P · · · ≥ p(l). Let P = [p(1), Pk . . . , p(l)] be the probability l p(i) = 1 and vector and let Pπ = {P | p(i) ≥ 0, ∀i, i=1 p(i) = 1 − π}. Let H(P ) i=1 (or H(X)) be the entropy of the random variable having the distribution given by P . Given the minimum expected fault rate π(X) (or π for simplicity) we would like to find a upper bound on the entropy as H(X) ≤ maxP ∈Pπ H(P ). Lemma 4.2 Let the minimal expected page fault rate be π. Then the maximum entropy H(Pmax (π)) k is given by (1 − π) lg( 1−π ) + π lg( l−k π ). Proof: Given the minimal expected page fault rate π, the maximum entropy distribution Pmax (π) 1−π 1−π π π is given by ( ) ,..., , ,..., k k l − k l − k | {z } | {z } k terms



(l−k) terms



assuming π ≤ 1 − k/l (which is always true). This distribution maximizes the entropy because of the following argument. Let p(x) be any probability distribution on Σ. Then the relative entropy (or Kullback Leibler distance) between p(x) and Pmax (π) is given by [7, definition 2.26] X p(x) lg(p(x)/Pmax (π)) x∈Σ



= −H(X) +



X



p(x) lg 1/Pmax (π)).



x∈Σ



Since the relative entropy is always positive [7, Theorem 2.6.3] we have H(X) ≤ lg(



k l X k l−k X ) p(x) + lg( ) p(x) 1−π π x=1



x=k+1



= (1 − π) lg(
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k l−k ) + π lg( ). 1−π π



2



Corollary 4.1 π ≥



H−1−lg k . lg( kl −1)



Proof: From lemma 4.2, H ≤ −(1 − π) lg(1 − π) − π lg π + (1 − π) lg k + π lg(l − k) = h(π) + (1 − π) lg k + π lg(l − k) where, h(π) = −π lg π − (1 − π) lg(1 − π) is the binary entropy function which takes values between 0 and 1. Hence, H ≤ 1 + lg(k 1−π (l − k)π ) which gives the result. 2 We now show that the same lower bound as in corollary 4.1 holds for any stationary ergodic process. First we need to define the following. Let (X, Y ) be a pair of discrete random variables (each with range Σ) with joint distribution p(x, y). For the following let T (.) be defined as in Lemma 4.1. Then by lemma 4.1 the minimal expected fault rate that can be obtained (using a cache of size k) given that a page y of Y was observed is X X Π(X|Y ) = [1 − p(x|y)]p(y) (12) y



=



x∈T (p(.|y))



X



Π(X|Y = y)p(y).



(13)



y



Let {Xi }∞ i=1 be a stationary ergodic process. Similar to (see equation 6) the entropy of a stationary process we define the MLEF of a stationary ergodic process as Π(Σ) = lim Π(Xn |Xn−1 , . . . , X1 ). n→∞



(14)



As in the case of entropy, we can show that the above definition is equivalent to the one given in equation 11: n 1X Π(Xi |Xi−1 , . . . , X1 ). Π(Σ) = lim sup n→∞ n i=1



Theorem 4.1 Let {Xi }∞ i=1 be a stationary ergodic process. Then, n



lim Π(Xn |Xn−1 , . . . , X1 ) = lim sup



n→∞



In the special case when



n→∞



{Xi }∞ i=1



1X Π(Xi |Xi−1 , . . . , X1 ) = Π(Σ). n i=1



is a discrete memoryless process, we have Π(Σ) = Π(X1 ) = π



where π is as defined in lemma 4.1. Proof: We show that limn→∞ Π(Xn |Xn−1 , . . . , X1 ) exists in Lemma 4.4 below. As in the case of entropy, since the above limit converges, the Cesaro mean [7][Theorem 4.2.3, page 64] implies that the two limits are equal. If X1 , X2 , . . . are independent and identically distributed, then using equation 12, lim Π(Xn |Xn−1 , . . . , X1 ) = lim Π(Xn ) = π(X1 ).



n→∞



n→∞



2 To show that the limit of 14 exists, we need the following lemma which shows that conditioning cannot increase minimal expected fault rate. 10



Lemma 4.3 Let (X, Y ) be a pair of discrete random variables as defined above. Then, Π(X|Y ) ≤ Π(X). Proof: X



Π(X) = 1 −



p(x).



(15)



x∈T (p(.))



X



Π(X|Y ) =



X



(1 −



y



p(x|y))p(y).



(16)



x∈T (p(.|y))



where p(.|y) is the conditional probability distribution of X given y. Hence, Π(X) − Π(X|Y ) X X p(x|y)p(y) − = y x∈T (p(.|y))



=



X



X



X



X



p(x)



x∈T (p(.))



p(x, y) −



y x∈T (p(.|y))



≥



X



X



p(x)



x∈T (p(.))



p(x, y) −



x∈T (p(.)) y



X



p(x) = 0.



x∈T (p(.))



2 Lemma 4.4 The limit defined in 14 exists for a discrete stationary ergodic process. Proof: Π(Xn+1 |Xn , . . . , X1 ) ≤ Π(Xn+1 |Xn , . . . , X2 ) = Π(Xn |Xn−1 , . . . , X1 )



(17)



where the inequality follows from the fact that conditioning cannot increase the minimal expected fault rate and the equality follows from the stationarity of the process. Since Π(Xn |Xn−1 , . . . , X1 ) is a non-increasing sequence of non-negative numbers, it has a limit. 2 An immediate corollary of the following lemma (in conjunction with equations 6 and 14) is that the same lower bound as in corollary 4.1 holds for stationary ergodic processes too. Lemma 4.5 Π(X|Y ) ≥



H(X|Y )−1−lg k . lg( kl −1)



Proof: H(X|Y = y) and Π(X|Y = y) are the entropy and the minimal expected fault rate of a discrete random variable that takes values in Σ. Thus the lower bound of corollary 4.1 holds for every y, i.e., H(X|Y =y)−1−lg k lg( kl −1)



Π(X|Y = y) ≥ P



Π(X|Y ) =



Π(X|Y = y)p(y)



y



≥



P



y(



H(X|Y =y)−1−lg k )p(y) lg( kl −1)



=



H(X|Y )−1−lg k . lg( kl −1)



2 Thus we can state the following theorem where we have used L(H, k) to emphasize the dependence of the lower bound on H and k. Theorem 4.2 The MLEF Π on a request sequence generated by a stationary ergodic process with k entropy H is lower bounded by L(H, k) = H−1−lg . lg( l −1) k
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4.2



Upper bound



Our upper bound uses Ziv-Lempel’s universal data compression algorithm [42]. Our idea is to use Ziv-Lempel’s algorithm to give a bound on the MLEF in terms of the entropy of the stationary ergodic source. The Ziv-Lempel algorithm parses individual sequences < X n >= X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn into phrases. Each phrase starts with a comma, and consists of a maximal length sequence that has occurred as an earlier phrase, followed by the next symbol. We denote by vn the number of complete phrases when parsing the finite sequence < X n >. For example, the binary string < X n >= 0101000100 with length n = 10 is parsed as , 0, 1, 01, 00, 010, 0 and contains vn = 5 complete phrases and an incomplete phrase at the end. The Ziv-Lempel parsing is obtained by maintaining a dynamically growing tree data structure. Initially this tree consists of a single node, the root. Edges of the tree are labeled with symbols of the alphabet Σ. Processing of a new phrase starts at the root and proceeds down the tree through edges that match the symbols of the input sequence. When the process reaches a leaf it adds a new branch labeled with the next symbol of the input sequence, which is the last symbol of this phrase. Let Tn denote the tree after processing n symbols of the input. Let vn be the number of phrases in the parsing of the input string. It is easy to verify that Tn contains vn + 1 nodes. Consider the following prefetching algorithm using Tn : Assume that at step n the algorithm is at node z of the tree Tn . If z is a leaf we prefetch k symbols randomly and go to the root (after adding a new branch labeled with the new symbol). If z is an interior node then we prefetch the k items that correspond to the k largest subtrees rooted at z. When the (n + 1)th request is revealed the process proceeds through the corresponding branch. One simple way of finding out the k largest subtrees is to maintain a count on each node denoting the number of times that node was visited when searching for a phrase. (We start with a count of zero at the root initially, and a new leaf also gets initialized to count zero. Note that the count on a node is equal to the total number of nodes in the subtrees hanging from it.) Thus, the algorithm will choose the k symbols corresponding to the nodes having the k largest counts. As mentioned in Section 1.1, Vitter and Krishnan [39] use essentially the above Ziv-Lempel based prefetching algorithm and show that the fault rate of this prefetching algorithm approaches the fault rate of the best prefetcher (which has full knowledge of the Markov source) for the given Markov source as the page request sequence length n → ∞. Feder et al. [14] also use the above ZivLempel parsing scheme to design an efficient prediction procedure on individual binary sequences (corresponding to prefetching in a universe of two pages with cache of size 1) that is asymptotically optimal compared to any finite state predictor. There is also earlier work (e.g., see [25]) which show how the above Ziv-Lempel parsing scheme can be used for asymptotically optimal data compression. In contrast to these results that show convergence of the Ziv-Lempel based algorithms (whether for prefetching, prediction, or data compression, either in a probabilistic or individual sequence setting) to the optimum, our goal here is to analyze the above Ziv-Lempel scheme to obtain an upper bound on the optimum attainable in terms of entropy of the source. To analyze the above prefetching algorithm we need the following basic results proven by Ziv and Lempel [26, 42]. Theorem 4.3 [26] The number of phrases vn in a distinct parsing of a sequence (from an alphabet of size l) X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn satisfies vn ≤



n lg l where limn→∞ n = 0. (1 − n ) lg n
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Theorem 4.4 [42] Let {Xn } be a stationary ergodic process with entropy rate H(Σ) and let vn be the number of phrases in a distinct parsing of a sample of length n from this process. Then limsupn→∞



vn lg vn ≤ H(Σ) n



with probability 1. We show that the MLEF Π is bounded above by a linear function of H when the request sequence is generated by a stationary ergodic source. Theorem 4.5 The MLEF Π on a request sequence generated by a stationary ergodic process with H . entropy H is upper bounded by U (H, k) = lg(k+1) Proof: We assume that l ≥ k + 1, otherwise the fault rate is 0. Since we prefetch the k items corresponding to the k largest subtrees (k largest counts on the respective nodes), whenever we incur a fault the symbol corresponds to a branch with at most 1/(k+1) nodes of the current subtree. Since the total number of nodes in the tree is at most vn + 1 the number of faults incurred while processing a phrase (i.e., while traversing from the root to a leaf) is at most lgk+1 (vn + 1). Note that this is a worst-case bound on the number of faults incurred for processing a phrase during the first n requests. Thus, the fault rate incurred while processing a sequence of length n is at most vn lg (vn + 1) n k+1 vn 1 lg(vn + 1). ≤ lg(k + 1) n Thus the fault rate is asymptotically upper bounded by lim sup n→∞



≤



H with probability 1 lg(k + 1)



using theorems 4.3 and 4.4. Thus, MLEF is upper bounded by 2



5



1 vn lg(vn + 1) lg(k + 1) n



H lg(k+1)



by the bounded convergence theorem ([10, page 16]).



Caching



In this section we study online caching or demand paging, where a page is fetched into cache only when a page fault occurs [6]. Similar to the prefetching problem we study entropy-based bounds on the MLEF. First we note that a lower bound on the fault rate of the best prefetching algorithm for a given request sequence is also a lower bound on the fault rate of any caching algorithm on that sequence. This is because, a prefetching algorithm can “simulate” a caching algorithm by prefetching at each step the k elements that are in the cache of the caching algorithm at that step. Thus the lower bound of Theorem 4.2 holds for any online caching algorithm. What about the corresponding upper bound? We can show an upper bound (that is essentially the same as that of prefetching) when the request sequence is generated by a discrete memoryless source. However, this bound (unlike prefetching) does not hold for more general sources. We show that two different information sources with the same entropy can have very different minimal fault rates. Thus entropy 13



of the request sequence alone does not fully capture the performance of online caching algorithms as in the case of prefetching. Consider a request sequence generated by a discrete memoryless source. We can state the following theorem which follows from theorems 4.2 and 4.5. (Note that L(H, k), U (H, k) are monotonically decreasing functions of k, assuming H and l are fixed.) Theorem 5.1 For the caching problem with cache size k, the MLEF Π on a request sequence generated by a discrete memoryless source with entropy H, is bounded as: L(H, k) ≤ Π ≤ U (H, k − 1). Proof: Since the optimal prefetching strategy that always keeps the top k pages in the cache is a lower bound on the MLEF, we have Π ≥ L(H, k). On the other hand, the optimal caching strategy is to always keep the top k − 1 pages (with the highest probability) in the cache, and leaves one slot for cache miss [16]. This is better than the best prefetching strategy using only k − 1 cache slots. Thus, Π ≤ U (H, k − 1). 2 However, the above upper bound does not hold for higher-order Markov sources (where the ith request depends on previous requests). For example, consider the sequence generated by the following (stationary) Markov chain M (which is a first-order source where the ith request depends only on the (i − 1)th request). The page request sequence is generated in a natural way from the Markov chain by a random walk (according to the transition probabilities) on the states where there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of states and the set of pages (see e.g., [22]). Definition 5.1 M has l states labeled as s0 , . . . , sl−1 , corresponding to the l alphabets. The transition probabilities are (for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1): ( 1 − l12 : if j = (i + 1) mod l Pr(si , sj ) = 1 : if j 6= (i + 1) mod l l2 (l−1) Lemma 5.1 The entropy rate of the above stationary Markov chain is 1/l2 + O(1/l4 ). However, MLEF of this chain is at least 1 − (k − 1)/l + O(1/l2 ). Proof: The entropy of a stationary Markov chain can be computed using the following formula (see e.g., [7]): X X H= µi − Pr(si , sj ) lg Pr(si , sj ) i



j



where µi is the stationary probability of state si . For the Markov chain M , µi = 1/l for all si . A simple calculation yields the result. To get a lower bound the long-term expected fault rate (and thus the MLEF), we partition the request sequence into disjoint subsequences of length l and compute a bound on each subsequence as follows. A length l subsequence has a probability of (1 − 1/l2 )l to have all distinct l items; any caching algorithm has to incur at least l − k page faults when all the l requests are different. Thus 2 l 2 2 the MLEF is at least l−k l (1 − 1/l ) = 1 − (k − 1)/l + O(1/l ). From the above lemma, it is clear that the upper bound of Theorem 5.1 is not valid even for a first order Markov source. Furthermore, the above example, shows that entropy alone does not fully capture the MLEF. To see this, consider a source with entropy lg l (the highest possible) which is a discrete memoryless source with uniform distribution over the alphabet. It is easy to see that the MLEF (of the best caching algorithm) on this source is 1 − k/l, which is essentially the same as that of the above Markov chain M ; however, their entropy rates are very different (one tends to zero while the other diverges as l increases). 14
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Conclusion and Open Questions



We briefly discuss how our approach may be used in certain situations to allocate resources more effectively. Consider the situation where we need to partition a (malleable) cache (for prefetching) for different data sources. One plausible way is to allocate more space in the cache for a data stream with lower entropy (assuming a common source alphabet). The motivation for this comes from our bounds on the fault rate for prefetching based on entropy of the source. Our bounds show H−1−Πlgl that the fault rate grows linear in H. From our lower bound (Theorem 4.2) we get k ≥ 2 1−Π . If we fix Π our bound tells us that we need a larger cache for a data stream with higher entropy to achieve the same fault rate as opposed to a stream with lower entropy. Thus our bounds can be used to partition a malleable cache in a better way according to the desired fault rates for different streams. We conclude with a few open questions. Our upper bound for prefetching is interesting only when H ≤ lg(k + 1). Can one get tighter bounds when H > lg(k + 1) ? For example, when H = lg l , i.e., for the uniform distribution, the fault rate achievable is 1 − k/l = 1 − k/2H . It will be enough to show a tight bound for memoryless sources; again a Ziv-Lempel based approach might work. We showed instances where entropy alone is not sufficient to capture the performance of online caching and list accessing algorithms. An interesting question is to come up with a parameter (which depends on the source) which along with entropy will characterize the performance of list accessing or caching algorithms. In the context of these instances, a possible candidate is a parameter which measures the average number of different symbols per fixed sequence length (say l) emitted by the source. Another interesting area of research is to explore whether entropy (or some other parameter intrinsic to the request sequence) gives good performance bounds for other online problems known in literature.
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